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Samaritan Help Mission is conducting conventional tailoring training for the underprivileged adolescent girls and
women of Tikiapara slums regularly for a long time and slowly the same has been upgraded to an Industrial Skill
Development Training cum Income Generation Unit at present. To do that, SHM needed help from the donors to
buy industrial sewing machines and we are thankful to Young Volunteer’s Organization for supporting the unit while
donating Rs.136049.55 towards purchase of five (5) JUKI Industrial Sewing Machines.
This had certainly helped the underprivileged beneficiaries of Tikiapara slums who come to us to get training on
industrial sewing machine and to make them self-reliant. The sewing machines had been installed at our training unit
and the poor and underprivileged adolescent girls and women are receiving training on industrial tailoring with the
help of them. Apart from training, they are earning their basic livelihood too from this unit.
Name
Father
Address
Age
Details

Fahmida Khatoon
Late Md. Salamuddin
10/2 Hamid Munshi Lane, Howrah 711101
21 years
Fahmida is a teenage girl whose father
died long back and at present she is the
only earning member of her family. She
lives with her mother and five sisters at
Tikiapara slums. Her uncle used to send
some money regularly so that they can
maintain their basic needs. Fahmida is
undergoing training at the Industrial
Tailoring Training cum Income Generation
Unit of Samaritan Help Mission where she
is learning and earning too. She is
maintaining the basic needs for their
livelihood and confident about her future after undergoing the training.

Name
Husband
Address
Age
Details

Tarannum Parveen
Shahid Khan
37 Gangaram Bairagi Lane, Howrah 711101
41 years
Tarannum is a married woman and she
belongs to a very poor family consisting of
13 family members. Her husband works at
a hardware shop of Burrabazar of Kolkata
and earns a little for their livelihood.
Tarannum helps her husband in this
purpose as she is learning and earning
from this unit. They are the people who
earns for their family. Tarannum is
confident too to work at any garment
manufacturing unit after completion of
the training and she thinks that will help
to maintain her family along with education of her children in future.

Building on the success of our past efforts, we look to the future with great hope, knowing each day we are making
significant strides to provide a healthier, brighter and safer future for these underprivileged community people.
Thank you once again for choosing us to improve the lives of these underprivileged adolescent girls and women.
Together we are changing the landscape of Tikiapara slums.
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